Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Wildlife vectors transmit infectious pathogens within and between species, posing significant risks to both ecological and human health (see for example Daszak et al. [@CR13]; Economist [@CR42]; Jones et al. [@CR29]).[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} Managing these risks cost-effectively requires taking both an *ex ante* and *ex post* perspective into consideration---the pre- and post-pathogen states of the world---as these states are ecologically and economically linked (Perrings [@CR37]; Finnoff et al. [@CR18]). Indeed, it is well-established that the state of the non-invaded system typically plays an important role for pathogen invasion success (Case [@CR4]; Namba and Takahashi [@CR35]; Gilligan and van den Bosch [@CR19]), particularly for at-risk wildlife populations (Daszak et al. [@CR13], [@CR14] and Lloyd-Smith et al. [@CR32]). This means *ex ante*management affects the odds and potential magnitude and economic consequences of invasion, with the *ex ante*incentives for investing in protection depending on the expected management of the *ex post* system. Public health agencies and organizations appear to recognize these linkages, as investing in *ex ante* disease prevention has become a priority and a key element of the "One Health" approach to disease management (e.g., CDC [@CR5]; The World Bank [@CR44]).

Yet most bioeconomic pathogen models have focused on the *ex post* state---optimal management given a pathogen has already been introduced into the system (e.g., Horan and Wolf [@CR25]; Fenichel and Horan [@CR15], [@CR16]; Horan and Melstrom [@CR24]; Horan et al. [@CR26], [@CR27]). This approach treats the *ex post* initial conditions as exogenous, implying that managers are unable to take actions to affect the odds and potential magnitude of invasion.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} The limited bioeconomic research on *ex ante* management (Horan and Fenichel [@CR23]; also see Berry et al. ([@CR30]) for a human disease application) considers the role of prevention efforts in reducing the likelihood of an outbreak, but generally treats the initial conditions for any potential outbreak as exogenous. This is a concern given that multi-stability can arise in systems invaded by harmful pathogens (Kremer [@CR31]; Chakraborty et al. [@CR6]; Chen et al. [@CR7]), which means the conditions of the system at the time of the outbreak might critically affect *ex post*outcomes (Dasgupta and Mäler [@CR12]; Brock and Starrett [@CR2]).[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}

Finnoff et al. ([@CR18]) recently examined the optimal *ex ante* management of a native species when this management affects the likelihood and magnitude of a potential non-native species invasion. They showed how both the bioeconomic multi-stability of the invaded system and uncertainty about the invasion can create economic non-convexities that yield multiple candidate solutions to the *ex ante* optimization problem. In their model, the native species acted as a form of natural insurance-cum-prevention: a larger stock of the native species had the dual effect of reducing the likelihood of an invasion, and of increasing the likelihood that any invasion would lead to the more desirable basin of attraction.

Our analysis examines the management of pathogen invasion risks to a native wildlife population. This analysis is based on Finnoff et al.'s ([@CR18]) model, except that we introduce a key difference in the nature of the endogenous risks. Specifically, the wildlife population does not provide natural insurance-cum-prevention in the current setting. A larger wildlife stock does provide natural insurance in our model. However, a larger and denser wildlife stock is subject to greater invasion risks, at least for some densities. This means we have a compound probability problem in which the wildlife stock has opposing effects on the two forms of protection, prevention and insurance (also see Finnoff et al. [@CR17] on compound lotteries in endogenous risk models). This means the net effect of conservation on protection endogenously depends on whether the natural insurance or natural prevention effect of natural capital dominates at the current state. Moreover, investments in anthropogenic prevention and in natural capital are complements for conveying prevention in our model, whereas they are always substitutes in Finnoff et al.'s ([@CR18]) analysis. This has implications for the mix of controls.

As with Finnoff et al.'s ([@CR18]) analysis, we find that endogenous invasion risks and *ex post*economic multi-stability can create *ex ante* multi-stability. However, the magnitudes of the equilibrium wildlife stock levels relative to the risk-free case, and the incentives for pursuing the various equilibria, differ in our model relative to Finnoff et al. ([@CR18]). These differences stem from the different tradeoffs associated with anthropogenic and natural prevention and insurance in the current model. In our numerical example, the natural insurance effect dominates the natural prevention effect.

The Model {#Sec2}
=========

Suppose a resource manager manages a stock of *N* wildlife to provide economically valuable harvests. We assume the population resides in a fixed land area with a constant carrying capacity, so that animal numbers are proportional to animal density. The population is at risk from a potential invasion by a pathogen for which there is no vaccine. *Ex post*, the number of infected animals is denoted *I* and the number of healthy but susceptible animals is denoted *S*, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${ N = S + I}$$\end{document}$. We assume for simplicity that introduction and establishment of the pathogen, and the economic realization of these processes, occur simultaneously to produce an invasion at some date *T*. Dividing time into the *ex ante*pre-invasion interval $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t \ge T$$\end{document}$ allows us to focus on how pre-invasion decisions determine the initial conditions in the post-invasion management problem. Conversely, the distinction allows us to gain new intuition into *ex*ante population management where managers benefit from considering the potential *ex post* impacts of *ex ante* decisions. We begin by examining the *ex post* problem. Our discussion is facilitated by adopting a specification analogous to that of Fenichel and Horan ([@CR16]) for the special case of their model with one control (harvests) and no disease-related damages outside the wildlife sector.

***The ex post economic problem***

Dynamics for the two sub-populations in the post-invasion setting ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\dot{S}}= & {} g\left( {N,S} \right) - \tau \left( {S,I} \right) - hS \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\dot{I}}= & {} f\left( {N,I} \right) + \tau \left( {S,I} \right) - \delta I - hI \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *S* and *I* are the relevant states in the *ex post*setting, with the variable *N* simply serving as a placeholder here to represent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N=S+I$$\end{document}$, and *h* is a harvest rate representing the relevant control. The net growth relations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f\left( \cdot \right) $$\end{document}$ take the logistic form, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f\left( {N,I} \right) =\alpha I\left( {1-N/K} \right) $$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\upalpha $$\end{document}$ is the intrinsic growth rate and *K* is the carrying capacity. The function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f\left( {N,I} \right) $$\end{document}$ represents vertical transmission. Horizontal disease transmission is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau \left( {S,I} \right) =\beta SI$$\end{document}$ (McCallum et al. [@CR33]). The mortality rate due to infection is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The harvest rate *h* serves as the control and is non-selective, as harvests are applied uniformly across sub-populations. This is because we assume an animal's infection status is unknown when harvests occur. This assumption is reasonable for many diseases---many infected animals do not exhibit outward signs of the disease until the later stages of infection (Cleaveland et al. [@CR9]).

Net benefits in each instant are given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$[{ pS} - c]h$$\end{document}$, where *p* is the marginal value of harvests and *c* is a cost parameter such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$[{ pS - c}]$$\end{document}$ is the net marginal value of a unit of harvest. Although harvests are non-selective, we assume an animal's infection status is observable after it is killed, either due to testing or observable signs (e.g., lesions from bovine tuberculosis) once the animal is cut open. Infected animals are less valuable than healthy animals, and for simplicity we assume them to be worthless. This loss in value, along with the loss of healthy animals due to disease transmission, represents the primary disease costs in our model.

Given our specification, and assuming a discount rate of *r*, the present value of net benefits (discounted to time *T*) for the *ex post* problem are$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I^{T}$$\end{document}$ are the initial states for the *ex post*system. Problem ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) is a linear control problem. The solution follows from the maximum principle being applied to the current value Hamiltonian $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i \in \{S,I\}$$\end{document}$. The singular solution is defined by the first order condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i \in \{S,I\}$$\end{document}$. A singular feedback rule *h*(*S*, *I*) can be derived by time differentiating the singular first order condition twice and applying the adjoint conditions and equations of motion. Alternatively, non-singular solutions may arise when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\partial H^{\textit{ex post}}}{\partial h}>0$$\end{document}$. These non-singular solutions represent most rapid approach paths (MRAPs).

We begin by focusing on the singular solution *h*(*S*, *I*). The analytical solution for *h*(*S*, *I*) is too complex to present or interpret here. Instead, we rely on a numerical example with the parameter values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\updelta = 0.2$$\end{document}$. This numerical example results in *h*(*S*, *I*) being defined along the separatrices, or saddle path, associated with a saddle point equilibrium. Specifically, the saddle path is defined as a locus of points, or a trajectory, in the state space along which *h*(*S*, *I*) is non-negative and finite. Non-singular solutions are optimal for combinations of states not on the saddle path. These results mean we need to examine the state space to analyze the solution.
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                \begin{document}$$S^{*}(I)$$\end{document}$ as quickly as possible along a trajectory indicated by the vectors in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Feedback control diagram illustrating *ex post* bioeconomic multi-stability
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The pdf can be used to calculate the probability that the *ex post* system will begin in the undesirable basin of attraction. The results are illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. For very small $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The *ex ante* Economic Problem {#Sec3}
==============================

Having characterized *ex post* management and the expected value of this management, we now discuss pre-invasion management for the interval $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Denoting *E* as the expectations operator over the uncertain date *T*, optimal management decisions in the *ex ante* period are defined as the solution to:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We can rewrite problem ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) (e.g., Reed and Heras [@CR38]; Horan and Fenichel [@CR23]; Finnoff et al. [@CR18]) as a deterministic, infinite horizon control problem in which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The conditional, current-value Hamiltonian (referred to as the Hamiltonian) is defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The non-convexities of the ex post problem (i.e., of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\uprho -W$$\end{document}$ (Finnoff et al. [@CR18]). The implications are that both *ex post* non-convexities and the uncertainties associated with the pathogen invasion may separately or jointly create *ex ante* non-convexities that generate multiple optimality candidates.

Optimality Conditions {#Sec4}
---------------------

The adjoint conditions for *N* and *y* are:[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The optimality conditions related to harvesting are omitted as the only difference from the corresponding *ex post* condition is that the user cost now involves a single term, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We illustrate the *ex ante* model by extending the *ex post* numerical example to include our estimated *W*(*N*) and a hazard function that follows our assumptions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

Managing the risks of wildlife diseases/pathogens involve investments in both prevention (*ex ante*) and control (*ex post*). This reality implies that the transition from the pre-disease state to the post-disease state is endogenous---the manager balances his or her investments in prevention and control such that the initial conditions that define the post-disease world are endogenous. Yet most economic models exploring how to manage wildlife risks take these initial conditions as exogenous, which implies that the pathogen invasion is unanticipated. This is a restrictive approach given managers have ex ante options to control the odds of invasion. Herein we explore how *ex ante* management affects the *ex post* initial conditions and the subsequent*ex post* optimal outcome.

Following Finnoff et al. ([@CR18]), we extend Reed and Heras's ([@CR38]) Poisson "collapse" model to allow for endogenous risk associated with the initial conditions and *ex post* multi-stability. In doing so, we capture two uncertain processes: introduction and establishment of the pathogen (with establishment defined by a random infection level that serves as the initial condition for the invaded system). Both random processes are conditional on how the native population is managed, making these random impacts endogenous to economic decisions. As with Finnoff et al. ([@CR18]), we find the combination of invasion risks and *ex post* multi-stability can produce *ex ante* multi-stability.

In contrast to Finnoff et al. ([@CR18]), who model wildlife conservation as an investment in both natural prevention (reducing the likelihood of invasion) and natural insurance (reducing the economic consequences of an invasion), our problem is more nuanced because wildlife conservation as an investment in natural insurance but a divestment in natural prevention. These opposing effects of conservation have potentially important implications for the allocation of natural versus anthropogenic prevention. For instance, one equilibrium stock is lower than risk-free value, in contrast to Finnoff et al. ([@CR18]), because the smaller stock conveys natural prevention relative to larger stocks (i.e., the degree to which the stock facilitates invasion is reduced). This effect might suggest less of a need for anthropogenic investments in prevention. However, at this equilibrium the probability of alighting in the undesirable basin of attraction *ex post* is at a high due to the small stock. This latter effect increases the incentives to make additional anthropogenic investments in prevention, such that these are maximized at this equilibrium. These results, which stems from tradeoffs involving natural protection and natural insurance, suggest a complementary relation between natural and anthropogenic prevention and contrast with Finnoff et al.'s ([@CR18]) results that natural and anthropogenic prevention exhibit a substitute relation. This means tradeoffs involving the two types of risks, and the two types of natural protection against these risks, can play an important role in the allocation of investments.

The focus of wildlife diseases has largely been on impacts to human and livestock health (e.g., Cleaveland et al. [@CR9]; Daszak et al. [@CR13]; USDA-APHIS [@CR46]; The Royal Society [@CR43]), as most infectious diseases affecting people and domestic animals originate in wildlife (Cleaveland et al. [@CR9])---including recent high-profile disease outbreaks such as Ebola, coronaviruses (e.g., MERS, SARS), prion diseases (bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and variant Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease), avian influenza, bovine tuberculosis (bTB), and West Nile Virus. Infectious diseases affect how ecological communities are structured and are a significant factor in biodiversity declines (Hatcher et al. [@CR20]; Smith et al. [@CR39], [@CR40]; MEA [@CR34]), one of the greatest environmental risks facing society (MEA [@CR34]; Tschirhart [@CR45]). It is predicted that pathogen introductions may soon achieve a status similar to invasive species, the second most important cause of extinction (Daszak et al. [@CR13]).

Understanding how preventive choices (e.g., vaccination or population controls) might reduce the basic reproduction ratio of pathogens (known as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We use the term multi-stability to refer to bioeconomic multi-stability rather than the notion of ecological multi-stability, which does not model human behavioral feedback responses.

The vector field near equilibrium *A* appears to contradict our assertion that *A* is a saddle point. However, this apparent discrepancy is explained by recalling that Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} is a feedback control diagram and not a standard phase plane. In a sense, the feedback control diagram splices together phase planes associated with the various types of solutions. The singular solution, which includes point *A*, is only followed along the saddle path $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Basic epidemiological theory indicates that pathogens can only invade a system if the basic reproduction ratio of the pathogen, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_{0}$$\end{document}$ is increasing in host density when transmission exhibits some degree of density-dependence (Anderson and May [@CR1]). Empirical studies find that increased density either increases disease risks in wildlife or else has no effect. Wildlife problems where disease risks likely increase with density include bovine tuberculosis in New Zealand brushtailed possums (Caley et al. [@CR3]) and Michigan white-tailed deer (Hickling [@CR22]; O'Brien et al. [@CR36]), brucellosis in Yellowstone area elk (Cross et al. [@CR11]), cowpox in voles (Smith et al. [@CR39], [@CR40]), and chronic wasting in Wisconsin white-tailed deer (Joly et al. [@CR28]).

The adjoint condition for *y* is based on the results of Reed and Heras ([@CR38]).
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